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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

DigiOps is an enterprise software solution for digitising operations.  

Replicating and replacing paper systems, DigiOps includes enhanced collaborative features to unlock the maximum
potential of digitisation across shop floor operations to give clear insight, aid management and increase efficiency.

DigiOps is deployed on premises for ultimate data security, and users interact with the system via a web browser
meaning zero client install, reducing the demands on IT departments

Built on JetSoft’s OverSeer framework, DigiOps comes with built in business intelligence, via interactive visualisations
and simple filtering systems. This provides improved stakeholder communication driving insight into processes, for
smart, continuous improvement.
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

Adminstrators can easily create and revise form templates and push them to the shop floor.

Automatic report compilation, which reduces the time spent creating reports and compiling paperwork,
minimising human error.

Reduce administrative burden on key personnel, for increased productivity:

Maximise Digitisation:

Users complete forms digitally from any networked location and share these with colleagues.

Satisfy auditors with instant access to documents and audit trail of active forms.

Seamless integration, mirroring current working practices by downloading to PDF or .DOCX for printing.

Completed forms can have expiry dates, require attachments, and be associated with a geographic location
or a position on a component or asset.

Admin users manage dropdown options, revise forms, and set validation rules centrally, pushing changes
out to users instantly. 

Time spent managing data is reduced, as the central database makes it easy to search and find forms based
on any criteria.

Collecting data into a database makes it easy to perform analysis and gain insight into operations and drive
efficiency. This information provides invaluable intelligence on operations and drives smart continuous
improvement.

Reduce Risk:

Centrally stored digital forms are backed up as part of standard practice, reducing of the risk of data loss.

Simple to establish time, date and version control of submitted forms.

Scale and Grow:

Template editor function enables authorised users to create and revise complex forms, responding rapidly
to the dynamic needs of the business.

All software is built in house and JetSoft works with you to configure and customise DigiOps to deliver
maximum benefit. 

DigiOps is designed to be customisable and extensible to expand with your business.
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